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The Sexual Abuse “Crisis” – The World Before Boston
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1 in 6 boys and 1 in 4 girls are 
sexually abused before the 
age of 18.

26% of victims abused were 
in the age group of 12–14 
years and 34% were younger 
than 9 years. 

82% of all juvenile victims are 
female

Sexual Abuse of Minors

The statistics are daunting:

310/26/2021

(DOJ, CDC)
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Perpetrators

• Clergy

• Medical providers

• Educators

• Daycare providers

• Babysitters

• Family friends

• Household guests

• Neighbors
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The Sexual Abuse “Crisis”

Institutional cases of past decade

• The “Church” cases
• Roman Catholic

• But many others …

5

Mormons Paying $3 Million To Settle Sex Abuse Case 
By GUSTAV NIEBUHR  

Published: September 5, 2001 

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints disclosed yesterday that it would pay $3 

million to settle a suit by an Oregon man who said he was sexually abused as a child by a 

church member. The suit said Mormon officials had known well in advance of that abuse 

that the accused man had also faced child molesting allegations before.  

Mormons Paying $3 Million To Settle Sex Abuse Case 
By GUSTAV NIEBUHR  

Published: September 5, 2001 

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints disclosed yesterday that it would pay $3 

million to settle a suit by an Oregon man who said he was sexually abused as a child by a 

church member. The suit said Mormon officials had known well in advance of that abuse 

that the accused man had also faced child molesting allegations before.  
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Presbyterian

An “independent” panel 
commissioned by the church, in a 
546‐page report found wide‐spread 
abuse within the ranks of the 
Presbyterian Church. 

The panel investigated charges of 
sexual abuse involving the children of 
missionaries serving overseas from 
the 1950s to 1990, ultimately named 
nine lay individuals and ministers.  
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Southern Baptists 10/21
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Johns Hopkins Gynecologist Dr. Nikita Levy ‐ $190 million 
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USC Gynecologist Dr. George Tyndall ‐ $850 million
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University of Michigan Athletic Trainer Dr. Robert Anderson
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USAG/USOPC/Michigan State – Athletic Trainer Larry Nassar
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Penn State – Coach Jerry Sandusky
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Rockefeller University Hospital – Dr. Reginald Archibald
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Custer County High/Miles City ‐ Athletic Trainer James Jensen
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Historical Insurance and Sexual Abuse—Do You Know Where Your 
1960 Insurance Policy is Today? 

• Statutes of Limitations: Variety of Approaches (See Statute of 
Limitations Handbook of National Center for Prosecution of Child 
Abuse, NDAA)(May 2013)

• Washington (and others) “Connect the Dots” Discovery Rule

• Montana (1989)

• Delaware (2009) (The Bradley Case)

• Minnesota Window (2013)

• New York CVA (2019)
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Agent: Alright. We 
have a blue Ford 
Escort for you Mr. 
Seinfeld. Would 
you like insurance? Jerry: Yeah, you 

better give me the 
insurance, because I 
am gonna beat the 
hell out of this car. 

The Alternate Side, Seinfeld, Season 3, Episode 11 
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Joseph H. Forest
Vice President
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
( Address before Risk Management Institute, 
ASIM, Harvard University, September 9, 1959)

Ours is an intensely competitive economy ‐
dynamic and changing in nature, and one in 
which to stand still means to fall behind. New 
concerns are always springing up to produce 
new products and to replace those which have 
fallen by the competitive wayside, and new 
products and processes are constantly 
replacing outmoded ones.

The insurance industry, as an integral part of 
this economy, must also be dynamic; it must 
keep up with industrial progress by developing 
new policies and new coverages to satisfy the 
changing requirement of industry for 
protection.

The National Insurance Buyer

24

One area of general liability insurance 
that has been developing rapidly is that 
created by the demand of insurance 
buyers for broader coverages, There 
has been a decided change in recent 
years in the thinking of corporate risk 
manages who seem to want coverages 
to sweep in areas of liability that 
traditionally have not been considered 
proper subjects for insurance, but 
which are more properly matters of 
basic business hazard, the costs of 
being in business, or the 
entrepreneur’s risk, if you prefer.
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These developments and demands 
ultimately wind up in the underwriting 
department as requests for broader 
protection of some sort. It is the 
underwriter’s function and responsibility 
to determine how far and how fast the 
frontiers of liability insurance will be 
extended to keep up with this demand.

Occurrence Basis
Taking the first of these, let’s consider the 
underwriting of property damage legal 
liability on an occurrence basis. This is an 
area of liability insurance which has 
received a lot of attention in the past few 
years, largely because of the demand by 
buyers of insurance for the broadest 
possible coverage. It is a subject on which 
there is far from unanimity of opinions, 
even within the insurance industry itself…
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The Crown Jewel of Insurance Grants

The Standard CGL Insuring Agreement:

The [Insurer] will pay on behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall 
become legally obligated to pay as damages because of . . . Bodily injury or 
property damage to which this policy applies, caused by an occurrence.”

“Occurrence means an accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to 
conditions, which results during the policy period in bodily injury or property 
damage neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured;”

“Bodily injury” means “bodily injury, sickness or disease.”

26
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Historical CGL Coverage Issues

Missing or 
Incomplete Policies

“Trigger”

Limits of Liability

Number of 
Occurrences

Commonly Invoked
Exclusions

2710/26/2021

Burden of Proof; History of Insurance; 
Resources

“Bodily Injury”  (or “Property Damage”)

Annualization; Aggregates; Allocation

Cause Test; Effect Test; Impact on Overall 
Availability of Limits

Expected/Intended; Professional 
Services; Sexual Molestation Inclusion; 
No Bodily Injury
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Change in Law – Impact on Insurers

• In Q1/Q2:19, Travelers made a ~$50‐100M addition to its general liability 
reserves to reflect the NY CVA only and a “much smaller” addition to reflect a 
handful of other states (including NJ) that recently adopted similar reforms. 

• Chubb recorded additional IBNR in Q4:18 in response to “the difficult 
environment around molestation and abuse” and suggested on its Q1 call it was 
too early to predict the outcomes of the NY window. 

• Selective also noted that its YE’18 reserves reflect “a certain amount” set up for 
this evolving exposure. 

Dowling & Partners Securities, LLC; IBNR #30, Vol. XXVI   
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The Earl Bradley Case

Jane Doe 30’s Mother v. Earl Bradley M.D., Beebe Medical Center, et 
al., 64 A.3d 379 (Del. Sup. Ct. 2012)
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Dr. Earl Bradley

• Born 1953, raised in Philadelphia

• Temple University School of Medicine (1983)

• Pediatrics Residency at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (1986)

• Moved to Lewes, Delaware (1995)

• Hired and credentialed by BMC (1995)

• Started “BayBees Pediatrics Clinic” (1997), with privileges at BMC 
until his arrest (December 16, 2009)
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Bradley’s Indictment and Trial

• Bradley indicted (2010)

• 471 counts of rape and exploitation; 103 child patients (102 girls, 1 boy); ages 3 months 
to 3 years

• 13 hours of video recordings of the assaults

• “The worse pediatrician abuse case I’ve ever heard of.”
Dr. Eli Newberger, Harvard Medical School 

(40 years studying child abuse)

• Delaware AG Beau Biden announced he would not seek his father’s senate seat so he 
could personally focus on the Bradley prosecution

• Bradley waives jury trial

• Convicted and sentenced to 14 consecutive terms of life in prison plus 165 years without 
parole

35
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wwwws

Featured Guest on www.hellbeasts.com
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The Ensuing Bradley Civil Cases

• Bradley had no assets; his medical malpractice insurance provided no 
coverage for his physical and sexual abuse

• By May 2010 over 40 claims against Beebe Medical Center sounding 
in negligence based on agency, negligent credentialing and 
supervision

41
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Mediation—The Alternative Is “Darkness”

• Joseph T. Walsh (Former Delaware Supreme Court Justice)

• More than 10 Plaintiffs’ Counsel, 5 Beebe Counsel (Defense, Personal, Class 
Action, Insurance Coverage, Bankruptcy), six insurer claim handlers and six 
insurer coverage counsel

• More than 150 hours of mediation from May 2011 to September 2012, 20 formal 
sessions

• Three pending coverage lawsuits in addition to underlying liability class action

• $122,150,000 cash. $1 million future services

42
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The Last Leg of the Stool: Claims “Valuation”

• Verdict value v. settlement value

• Insurer claim handler mentality

• Range of abuse
• Videotaped rape to “inappropriate examination with parent in room”

• There are times when you REALLY need an expert

43
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Annie Steinberg

• Annie Steinberg, M.D. (Department of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)

• Full time faculty at U Penn School of Medicine x 20 years—clinical, research and teaching

• Adult, Child and Adolescent, and Forensic Psychiatrist (Board Certified in all three fields)

• Pediatrician (Board Certified)

• Now full time clinical practice

• Areas of specialization include disability, trauma and post‐traumatic disorders, complex neuropsychiatry

• ~20% forensics 
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What Do We Know about Children Between Birth and Age Five? 

• Uninformed, initial gut 
reactions: “At least she 
can’t remember it.”

• Physiologicalmemory

• Range of human emotion, 
including, anguish, grief, 
confusion and rage in 
response to trauma and 
loss
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Epilogue … and Lest Your Hearts Bleed for the Insurance Industry

2006 Buffet BUYS all of Lloyd’s of London legacy asbestos 
and pollution liabilities (then estimated in excess of 
$8.7 billion—Lloyd’s had paid out more than £17 
billion)

2010 Buffet BUYS CNA’s asbestos and pollution liabilities 
($2 billion to assume $4 billion in risk)

2011 Warren Buffet BUYS AIG’s asbestos liabilities 
(receives $1.65 billion to assume $4.45 billion in risk)

2015 Buffet BUYS 37% share in Insurance Australia Group 
(he will receive 20% of gross written premium in 
exchange for paying 20% of IAG’s claims for the next 
ten years)

46
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Epilogue … and Lest Your Hearts Bleed for the Insurance Industry

“The source of our insurance funds is ‘float,’ which is money that doesn’t belong to 
us but that we temporarily hold…The $20 million of float that came with our 1967 
purchase [of National Indemnity] has now increased…to $46.1 billion.

Float is wonderful … When an underwriting profit is achieved—as has been the 
case at Berkshire in about half of the 38 years we have been in the insurance 
business—float is better than free. In such years, we are actually paid for holding 
other people’s money.”

Warren Buffett—2004 Shareholder Letter
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9th Circ. Fails Innocent Insureds In Diocese Case                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

By James Murray, Jared Zola and Omid Safa (August 11, 2014, 12:08 PM EDT)                                                                                                               

Each year, millions of organizations purchase liability insurance to protect themselves 
and the individuals integral to their work (e.g., directors, officers, employees, etc.,) 
against potential third-party claims. Meant to address both direct and vicarious liability, 
the insurance purchased typically affords separate treatment to each insured, so that 
coverage remains available to the organization and other innocent insureds 
notwithstanding the intentional misconduct or other excluded acts of a rogue insured. 
 
Such treatment may be limited, however, to the extent the insurance policy clearly and 
unambiguously indicates a contrary intent. For this reason, broadly formulated exclusions 
— barring coverage for any and all claims directly or indirectly arising out of or relating to 
the actual or alleged misconduct of “any insured” — have been in use within the 
insurance industry for decades. As a shorthand, such exclusions are often loosely referred to as so-called 
“any insured” exclusions. In practice, however, their reach hinges on the presence of three crucial elements: 
(1) broad prefatory language encompassing any and all claims arising out of the excluded conduct regardless 
of the theory of liability, (2) an “any insured” trigger and (3) the absence of any qualifying language that 
would otherwise limit their applicability to particular claims or insureds.  
 
A recent decision by the Ninth Circuit demonstrates the pitfalls of failing to appreciate the significance of 
each of these elements — and particularly, that the presence of “any insured” language on its own does not 
extend the reach of an exclusion to innocent insureds. In Interstate Fire & Casualty Co. v. Roman Catholic 
Church of the Diocese of Phoenix, the Diocese sought insurance coverage from its excess insurer, Interstate. 
Specifically, the Diocese sought coverage for settlements it paid to claimants alleging sexual abuse at the 
hands of former priests employed by the Diocese between 1979 and 1986. The claims resolved through the 
settlements “ranged in nature from intentional torts to negligence,” and the Diocese had already obtained 
partial coverage from its primary insurance carrier, Lloyds of London, without the need for litigation.[1]  
 
As the excess insurer, Interstate sold the Diocese “follow form” excess policies that generally incorporated 
the same terms and conditions as the London primary policies. One of the terms adopted was the following 
assault and battery exclusion:  
 

This insurance does not apply:  
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
(a) to liability of any assured for assault and battery committed by or at the direction of such assured 

 

James Murray 



 

 

except liability for personal injury or death resulting from any act alleged to be assault and battery for 
purpose of preventing injury to persons or damage to property[.]”[2] 

 
Notwithstanding the position of the primary insurer, Interstate disclaimed coverage and sought to avoid 
paying the unreimbursed portion of the underlying settlements based on the assault and battery exclusion. 
Interstate argued that the exclusion was categorical and barred coverage for all claims arising out of the 
allegations of sexual abuse, including the negligence claims resolved as part of the underlying settlements. 
Interstate also asserted that the exclusion applied to all assureds under the policy, including the Diocese, and 
was not limited to the assured priests that allegedly committed or directed the assault and battery against 
the underlying victims.  
 
The U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona rejected these arguments on summary judgment based on 
the plain language of the exclusion. Among other things, the trial court highlighted the absence of broad 
prefatory language extending to any and all claims,[3] and the qualification limiting the exclusion to liability 
“for assault and battery committed by or at the direction of such assured[.]”[4] The “[c]ourt conclude[d] that 
the clause only preclude[d] coverage of the direct liability of any insured who commits or directs assault or 
battery.”[5]  
 
On appeal, Interstate sought to overcome the distinguishing attributes of its exclusion based on two main 
arguments. First, Interstate argued that “such assured” merely referred back to the initial “any assured” 
language in the exclusion and “ha[d] the same meaning.”[6] Second, Interstate argued that regardless of the 
breadth of the language used in the exclusion, “whether the policy cover[ed] the loss caused by excluded (as 
well as covered) acts turn[ed] on the proximate, efficient, dominant or direct cause of the loss.”[7]  
 
In a 2-to-1 decision, the Ninth Circuit sided with Interstate and held that the assault and battery exclusion 
“categorically exclude[d] coverage for both the insured who committed the assault and battery as well as 
innocent co-insureds.”[8] In doing so, the majority focused entirely on the initial reference to “any assured,” 
which it concluded “express[ed] a contractual intent to prohibit recovery by innocent co-insureds.”[9] The 
majority then sought to buttress this conclusion by interpreting “such assured” as simply having the same 
meaning as “any assured”: 
 

 [T]he word “such” is defined as “of a kind or character about to be indicated, suggested, or exemplified” 
or “having a quality already or just specified — used to avoid repetition of a descriptive term.” 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary 2283 (2002). This definition indicates that “such assured” 
in the exclusion carries the precise meaning as the assured “just specified.” ... Here, the assured “just 
specified” is “any assured” — those who allegedly committed the assault and battery as well as innocent 
co-insureds.[10]  

 
As discussed below, this decision suffers from numerous flaws, many of which Senior Circuit Judge Dorothy 
Nelson immediately highlighted in dissent, and is likely to foster unnecessary confusion and uncertainty going 
forward.  
 
As an initial matter, the decision is inconsistent with the plain language of the exclusion and the ordinary 
meaning of the terms used. “Any” is an indefinite pronoun. By its very nature, an indefinite pronoun refers to 
a nonspecific person or thing (e.g., a nonspecific assured).[11] Thus, the conclusion that “the assured ‘just 
specified’ is ‘any assured’” is inherently incongruous. The term “any” may be singular or plural depending on 
the context, and its ordinary meaning is defined in the alternative, as “one,” “some” or “all.”[12] 
 



 

 

Moreover, as Judge Nelson highlighted in dissent, based on the majority’s own definition, the term “such” 
would not “not refer back to the class of ‘any assureds’” as a whole, but rather, only “those assureds ‘having 
a quality already or just specified.’”[13] By definition, a “quality” is a “distinguishing attribute” or “peculiar or 
essential attribute” that differentiates individuals within a class.[14] For purposes of the exclusion, the 
relevant class is “any assured” and their “assured” status is not a distinguishing attribute (as nonassureds 
have no coverage to begin with). Consequently, reading the term “such” as simply referring back to “any 
assured” makes little sense in context. “‘[A]ny assured’ is the complete class of assureds, not a subset of the 
class identified by some unique characteristic.”[15] Instead, the “assault and battery committed by or at the 
direction of” certain assureds is the distinguishing attribute “just specified” in the exclusion.  
 
In addition, interpreting “such” to mean the class of “any assured” renders the subsequent reference to 
“such assured” redundant and superfluous. Indeed, if the exclusion were meant to reach all assureds 
regardless of their involvement, there would have been no reason to specify that the assault and battery be 
“committed by or at the direction of such assured[.]” The exclusion would have merely precluded coverage 
for the “liability of any assured for assault and battery” and stopped there. As in all jurisdictions, the law in 
Arizona requires that all the terms in an insurance policy be “given meaning and effect.”[16] In this instance, 
that principle dictates that the term “such” should be read as a qualifier, which limits the application of the 
exclusion to particular assureds. This interpretation is supported by the same dictionary relied upon by the 
majority, which, notably, also defined “such” to mean the particular “someone or something that has been or 
is being stated, implied or exemplified.”[17] 
 
The decision also failed to appreciate that the assault and battery exclusion lacked the sweeping prefatory 
language that is a hallmark of genuine “any insured” exclusions. The exclusion did not bar coverage for any 
and all claims directly or indirectly arising out of or relating to assault and battery. Moreover, the majority’s 
assertion that the provision “excluded coverage for claims that alleged assault and battery” is directly 
contradicted by the language of the exclusion. By its terms, the exclusion was limited “to liability ... for 
assault and battery committed by or at the direction of such assured.” The only reference to “allegations” 
was in the caveat preserving coverage for assureds that ultimately incurred liability for assault and battery 
despite alleging defense of persons or property as an affirmative defense in the underlying case.  
 
Here, the Diocese sought coverage for amounts it paid toward settlements that resolved allegations ranging 
from intentional torts to negligence, including separate counts for negligent hiring and supervision. 
Moreover, the settlements only addressed the alleged liability of the Diocese, not the alleged liability of the 
individual priests accused of committing the sexual assaults.[18] Thus, even if the exclusion applied to 
“allegations,” the excess insurer should have borne the burden of demonstrating what, if any, portion of the 
settlement was attributable solely to the Diocese’s “ [alleged] liability ... for assault and battery.” If the 
insurer was unable to meet this burden, then the settlements should have been fully covered.  
 
Nonetheless, the majority appeared to accept, albeit without discussion, the insurer’s argument that if any 
claim fell within the scope of an exclusion, then all coverage for the underlying settlements was eliminated, 
regardless of the actual breadth of the exclusionary language. This argument turns the law of insurance on its 
head, however. “[T]he general rule is that ... coverage clauses are interpreted broadly so as to afford 
maximum coverage to the insured, [and] exclusionary clauses are interpreted narrowly against the insurer” 
(which is not to be confused with the separate principle that ambiguities are also construed against the 
insurer).[19]  
 
To this end, courts have repeatedly held that “coverage cannot be defeated simply because a separate 
excluded risk constitutes an additional cause of injury” absent clear and unambiguous language in the 
insurance policy to that effect.[20] In this instance, the Interstate policies did not include an anti-concurrent 



 

 

cause provision, and each negligence count was pled as a “proximate cause” of the claimants’ injuries in its 
own right. Thus, each of the negligence counts against the Diocese independently supported coverage for the 
underlying settlements.  
 
In Diocese of Phoenix, the decision also failed to consider the Interstate policies in context. The Interstate 
policies were not standalone policies, but rather, excess “follow form” policies designed to provide coverage 
where the primary insurer left off. As such, the excess insurer should have been “held to the intent of the 
primary insurer” that actually drafted the assault and battery exclusion and understood that it did not apply 
to the Diocese’s settlements.[21] Indeed, if excess insurers were allowed to take conflicting positions in this 
manner, “it would be impossible to create a cohesive insurance program where one layer ended leading 
smoothly into the next” and it would defeat the entire purpose of purchasing multiple layers of “follow form” 
insurance.[22] 
 
In the end, the decision in Diocese of Phoenix appears to have been driven by a reflexive application of 
prior case law involving exclusions with “materially different language than the exclusion in the 
Diocese’s policy.” As Judge Nelson noted in dissent, the assault and battery exclusion did not include a 
single unqualified reference to “any insured,” as in other cases. Instead, it included two references to 
“assured[s],” with the latter limiting “the exclusion to those whose acts [that] gave rise to the 
liability.”[23] If anything, the exclusions in other cases should have simply highlighted that other 
language was available in the insurance market that Interstate did not use.  
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Revived Sex Abuse Claims Raise Insurance Coverage Issues 

By James Murray, Jared Zola and James Carter (June 3, 2019, 4:52 PM EDT) 

In a growing number of jurisdictions, legislatures are passing statutes that reopen 
the statute of limitations for previously time-barred claims by survivors of 
childhood sexual abuse. States that have passed reviver statutes, sometimes called 
"window" statutes, include California, Minnesota, Montana and, recently, New 
York. Many other states are currently considering such legislation. 
 
The passage of such a statute in a jurisdiction inevitably leads to an avalanche of 
claims and lawsuits against schools, religious entities, medical institutions and 
other organizations, which may be ill-prepared financially to absorb the enormous 
potential liability and costs that such matters can entail. 
 
Insurance coverage can play a crucial role in addressing the financial exposure 
associated with sexual abuse claims in a manner that benefits both the survivors 
and the organizations. To realize the full benefit of insurance, however, 
organizations seeking coverage for sexual abuse claims must confront a host of 
insurance coverage issues. A reoccurring coverage issue in the sexual abuse context 
concerns multiyear insurance policies and whether the "per occurrence" limit of 
liability applies once for the entire term of the policy, or separately in each annual 
period of the policy.  
 
How the Issue Arises 
 
Entities and organizations facing potential liability from historic sexual abuse claims 
frequently face allegations that they negligently hired, supervised or trained the 
perpetrator(s). In addition to certain present-day claims-made coverage (such as 
D&O insurance, for example) available in the year that the survivor makes a claim, 
perhaps the most valuable coverage available to entities and organizations facing 
sexual abuse claims can be found in comprehensive general liability, or CGL, 
policies that they purchased during the time when the sexual abuse is alleged to 
have occurred — sometimes many decades in the past.  
 
Because the alleged abuse may have occurred long ago, a preliminary task for an 
organization facing sexual abuse claims is locating evidence of its old CGL insurance 
policies and reconstructing its historic liability insurance program. The process may 
involve combing through archived files, contacting former insurance brokers and insurers, and, 
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sometimes employing an insurance archaeologist. 
 
Recognizing that documents may be misplaced over time, every state's law permits a policyholder to 
prove the existence of their historical insurance coverage through secondary evidence such as letters 
describing the coverage, certificates of insurance, the terms and conditions of insurance policies issued 
before or after the "missing" coverage, specimen insurance policy forms used during the relevant time 
and many other forms of evidence. If these old policies can be found, or proved through secondary 
evidence, they can help an organization to remain solvent and to continue its operations, while 
providing meaningful relief to abuse survivors.  
 
It is not uncommon for liability insurance programs from the 1960s and 1970s to feature primary and 
excess CGL policies whose policy periods span more than one annual period, frequently three years. 
Apart from the length of the policy period, multiyear CGL policies are like single-year CGL policies. But 
multiyear CGL policies give rise to a unique coverage question owing to their extended policy periods: 
Whether the "per occurrence" or "per accident" limit applies to each annual period separately or to the 
entire period as a whole? In other words, is the "per occurrence" limit annualized? 
 
Why Annualization Matters 
 
The annualization issue in the sexual abuse context can have a major impact on the amount of available 
insurance coverage. The reason relates to the way occurrences are calculated in sexual abuse coverage 
matters involving old CGL polices. The number of occurrences determines the number of "per 
occurrence" limits that are available to pay claims. 
 
To secure the full benefit of coverage, policyholders in sexual abuse coverage matters often contend 
that each instance of abuse constitutes a separate occurrence that triggers a "per occurrence" limit. 
Some courts follow this approach, as did the court recently in In re Diocese of Duluth.[1] Other courts 
calculate the number of occurrences per victim, per perpetrator, per policy period.[2] 
 
Either approach can trigger many "per occurrence" limits. Notably, although the face of a CGL insurance 
policy may state an "aggregate" limit, the aggregate limit applies only to occurrences within the 
"products hazard" or the "completed operations hazard." Because these hazards do not apply to sexual 
abuse, the "aggregate" limit does not cap the number of "per occurrence" limits. 
 
In jurisdictions holding that the number of occurrences for sexual abuse claims is calculated per victim, 
per perpetrator, per policy period, annualization becomes important. Policyholders frequently assert 
that each annual period within a multiyear policy operates as separate insurance policy, each with its 
own "per occurrence" limit. If, for example, a victim is abused by the same perpetrator one time in each 
annual period of a three-year policy, the result would be that the victim's claim implicates three 
separate "per occurrence" limits. It is no different than if the policyholder purchased three consecutive, 
but separate, CGL policies.  
 
Insurers, on the other hand, often contend that multiyear policies have a single, undifferentiated policy 
period and provide a single "per occurrence" limit of liability for the entire span of the multiyear policy. 
Under this view, considering the same example posed in the immediately prior paragraph, the abuse of 
a victim one time in each of the three annual policy periods yields only one occurrence. 
 
In other words, coverage available for the same abuse is reduced to one-third of what it would 
otherwise have been under three separate annual policies. Annualization of "per occurrence" limits of 



 

 

liability is irrelevant, of course, in jurisdictions adopting the court's holding in the Diocese of Duluth that 
each instance of abuse is a separate occurrence.[3] Each instance of abuse triggers a separate per 
occurrence limit, regardless of whether the policy period is annualized. 
 
The "Per Occurrence" Limits of Multiyear CGL Policies Annualize 
 
Although insurers frequently reject annualization, policyholders are right to contend that multiyear 
policies were intended to operate as three separate policies. Indeed, insurers' hostility to the 
annualization of "per occurrence" limits would have baffled the underwriters who underwrote multiyear 
policies in the 1960s and 1970s. A declaration submitted recently in a coverage litigation involving sexual 
abuse alleged against former priests explains why. 
 
John Bogart was an underwriter who worked in the insurance industry from the 1960s to the mid-1990s 
and regularly underwrote multiyear CGL insurance policies. Bogart began working in the insurance 
industry in 1962 when employed by the Insurance Company of North America, or INA, which is now part 
of ACE. During his 10 years working at INA from 1962 to 1972, he attended a four-month, full-time 
casualty underwriting school. At the underwriting school, he learned techniques that insurers used to 
retain accounts, including selling insurance policies that spanned multiple years. Later in his career, he 
was promoted and taught at the underwriting school.[4]  
 
Bogart stated to the court in his declaration that multiyear insurance policies were not unusual, but 
rather were commonplace and, in his expert opinion as an insurance company underwriter, more 
preferable to insurance companies than single-year policies.[5] According to Bogart, multiyear, as 
opposed to single-year, CGL insurance policies were strictly a marketing tool used to secure an insured's 
business for a longer period of time, in exchange for a discounted premium.[6]  
 
Bogart explained that multiyear CGL policies benefited the insurer in two ways: (1) securing the 
insured's business for a longer period of time; and (2) reducing the amount of clerical work for the 
insurer by extending the time between renewals.[7] He elaborated that it was the intent of the 
insurance industry that multiyear CGL policies would be identical to annual CGL insurance policies, other 
than the premiums charged to the insured.[8]  
 
Bogart further explained that insurers could not have sold multiyear CGL policies if the "per occurrence" 
limit of liability did not renew on an annual basis because the insured would have purchased single-year 
policies instead.[9] Bogart said that the insurance industry devised three-year policies to hold the risk 
more easily and it never meant to eliminate two-thirds of the coverage in the way that insurers now 
suggest.[10] 
 
In addition to the historical perspective of underwriters, multiyear policies often contain policy wording 
that confirms that the "per occurrence" limit was intended to apply on an annual basis. For example, the 
policy may indicate that the "aggregate" limit is annualized. Although insurers may contend that the 
annualization of the "aggregate" limit evidences an intent to treat the "per occurrence" limit differently, 
the annualization of the "aggregate" limit supports the annualization of the "per occurrence" limit. 
 
The "aggregate" limit is the ceiling on the number of "per occurrence" limits that the policy will pay for 
occurrences within the products and completed operations hazards per annual period. The 
annualization of the "aggregate" limit thus implies that the "per occurrence" limit is likewise annualized. 
Treating the "per occurrence" limit as nonannualized and the "aggregate" limit as annualized would 
effectively create two different policy periods within the same policy — one with three separate annual 



 

 

periods and one with an undifferentiated policy period. 
 
If this incongruity were the intent of the policy, it was surely incumbent upon insurers to include 
wording in the multiyear policies explaining this unusual arrangement. Yet nothing on the face of 
multiyear policies indicates that was the intent. 
 
Why then might a multiyear policy state that the "aggregate" limit applies on an annual basis, without 
saying the same thing about "per occurrence" limit? The most likely and reasonable explanation was to 
assure policyholders that a single "aggregate" limit would not be stretched over three years. In contrast, 
Bogart explained, insurers at the time did not need to state that the "per occurrence" limit applied 
separately to each annual period because the insurer agreed to pay that limit with respect to each and 
every occurrence, without further limitation, irrespective of the length of the policy term — subject only 
to the "aggregate" limit, if applicable to the specific type of loss at issue.[11] 
 
Policies may have other features indicating that the "per occurrence" limit is annualized. For example, 
the policy conditions may contain an audit provision, which permits the insurer to review the insured's 
business records for evaluating the insured's exposure and adjusting the premium.[12] The right to 
review the insured's books at any time and to adjust the premium over the course of the policy period 
suggests by itself that multiyear policies were not intended to have a single policy period. 
 
Some policies may even state that the audit basis is annual.[13] Such provisions show that insurers did 
not want to lock themselves into a multiyear insurance relationship over the course of which the insured 
could become a more serious risk any more than insureds wanted to buy a multiyear policies whose 
limits did not renew annually yet permitted insurers to increase the premium annually.  
 
Multiyear policies may also contain provisions concerning the payment of premiums in annual 
installments or that other CGL coverage parts are rated annually. Such provisions again highlight that 
multiyear policies were intended to provide separate annual periods.[14]  
 
Conclusion 
 
Despite what insurers may contend today, the insurance industry historically intended for multiyear 
policies to be the equivalent of consecutive annual policies, each with its own "per occurrence" limit. 
Insurers' efforts to dispute the annualization of the "per occurrence" limit in multiyear policies is nothing 
short of an attempt to disavow the bargain they originally struck with their policyholders. Given the 
significant impact that the annualization of "per occurrence" limits can have on the coverage available in 
sexual abuse matters, the issue deserves careful consideration from policyholders, insurers and the 
courts. 
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Decision, Sorg v. Safeco Ins. Co., No. DV 12-342 (Mont. Dist. Ct. July 5, 2012) (finding that each of seven 



 

 

sexual assaults by two assailants of the same victim on the same day constituted seven separate 
injuries).  
 
[2] See, e.g., H.E. Butt Grocery Co. v. Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co., 150 F.3d 526, 535 (5th Cir. 1998) ("two 
independent acts of sexual abuse injuring two children [perpetrated by one of the policyholder's 
employees] are two occurrences"). 
 
[3] Diocese of Duluth, 565 B.R. at 925 (Bankr. D. Minn. 2017). 
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Diocese of Duluth v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., Civil Action No.: 0:17-cv-03254-DWF-LIB (D. Minn.). 
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The Key Issue In Revived Sex Abuse Claim Insurance Disputes 

By James Murray, Jared Zola, Natasha Romagnoli and James Carter                                                                     
(August 14, 2019, 4:39 PM EDT) 

In January of this year, New York passed the Child Victims Act. Previously, the state 
required that childhood sexual abuse suits be filed before a plaintiff's 23rd birthday. 
The CVA includes a one-year period, known as a "window," which went into effect on 
Wednesday and revives cases that had expired under previous statutes of limitations. 
The window opening for such claims gives rise to potential liability against defendants 
for the first time. 
 
In a previous article addressing key insurance coverage issues raised in revived sexual 
abuse claims, we discussed multiyear insurance policies and whether the "per 
occurrence" limit of liability applies once for the entire term of the policy, or separately 
in each annual period of the policy. In this follow-up piece, we address a separate issue 
that is one of the most hotly contested in coverage disputes regarding historical sexual 
abuse claims: the applicable number of occurrences. 
 
Number of Occurrences 
 
The number of occurrences bears directly on how many "per occurrence" policy limits 
of liability are available to pay sexual abuse survivors' claims. Revived claims frequently 
allege abuse that took place in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Liability insurance 
policies from decades ago often have per occurrence limits that define the maximum 
amount of coverage for any one occurrence. 
 
The per occurrence limits of liability may appear low by today's standards, but these 
historical insurance policies can provide substantial coverage. Depending how the 
number of occurrences is determined, these limits can be multiplied many times over, 
resulting in a substantial amount of insurance coverage. The greater the number of 
occurrences, the greater the amount of coverage. 
 
Revived sexual abuse claims frequently allege causes of action against insured 
organizations for negligently hiring, training, supervising and retaining alleged 
perpetrators. But the allegations of sexual abuse underlying these causes of action 
often involve a variety of circumstances. The allegations may implicate many 
perpetrators who abused many victims during different time periods and at different 
locations. A perpetrator may have abused a victim one time or repeatedly. The abuse 
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may have been frequent or intermittent or taken place at one place or various places. 
 
Not surprisingly, courts have struggled with how to quantify the number of occurrences in the sexual 
abuse context, beginning with the fundamental question of what constitutes the relevant "occurrence." 
A general liability insurance policy may define "occurrence" as "an accident, including continuous or 
repeated exposure to substantially the same general harmful conditions." 
 
Courts, however, have not found such definitions particularly helpful when it comes to determining the 
relevant occurrence for sexual abuse claims alleged against an organization that employed or oversaw a 
perpetrator. As one court quipped, this wording "sounds like language designed to deal with asbestos 
fibers in the air, or lead-based paint on the walls, rather than with priests and choirboys."[1] 
 
Multiple Occurrences Approaches 
 
Courts have developed several approaches in the sexual abuse context for determining the relevant 
occurrence for quantifying the number of occurrences. Some courts look to the cause of injury to define 
the relevant occurrence. Applying the "cause test," some courts conclude that each act of abuse is a 
separate occurrence on the basis that each act of abuse causes a separate injury. Treating each act of 
abuse as a separate occurrence results in the greatest number of occurrences and, thus, the greatest 
number of per occurrence limits of liability. 
 
Most recently in In re Diocese of Duluth,[2] for instance, the court held that "[t]here are separate 
occurrences for each separate sexual abuse for each victim and each priest."[3] The court explained that 
the "injury is from the perspective of the victim" and a victim is injured each time he or she was 
abused.[4][5] 
 
Similarly, in Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn v. National Union Fire Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, 
Pa.,[6] New York's highest appellate court determined that each instance of abuse is a separate 
occurrence. "[W]here, as here, each incident involved a distinct act of sexual abuse perpetrated in 
unique locations and interspersed over an extended period of time, it cannot be said ... that these 
incidents were precipitated by a single causal continuum and should be grouped into one 
occurrence."[7] 
 
Other courts applying the "cause test" determine the number of occurrences per policy period, per 
priest, per victim. These courts view the abuse as the cause of the injury, but they deem that the 
repeated abuse of the same child by the same perpetrator as an ongoing occurrence during each policy 
period in which the abuse occurred. Under this approach, the repeated abuse of one child during one 
policy period constitutes one occurrence. 
 
But this approach results in multiple occurrences where (1) the victim is abused by the same perpetrator 
during more than one policy period, (2) the victim is abused by more than one perpetrator in the same 
policy period, or (3) the perpetrator abuses more than one victim in the same policy period. In H.E. Butt 
Grocery Co. v. Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co.,[8] for instance, the court applied this approach to find that "two 
independent acts of sexual abuse injuring two children [perpetrated by one of the policyholder's 
employees] are two occurrences."[9] 
 
Single Occurrence Approach 
 
Insurers, particularly primary insurers with no deductible or self-insured retentions, frequently reject the 



 

 

position that sexual abuse claims against an organization constitute multiple occurrences. Instead, 
primary insurers contend that the relevant occurrence for purposes of determining the number of 
occurrences is the supervision, training or hiring of the perpetrators. 
 
This approach tends to result in a small number of occurrences — usually far less than the number of 
claimants — thus limiting the number of "per occurrence" limits that the primary insurer must pay. 
Although liability insurance policies may state an "aggregate" limit, the aggregate limits typically do not 
help insurers in sexual abuse coverage matters because the aggregate limits apply solely to occurrences 
within the "products hazard" or the "completed operations hazard," which do not include sexual abuse. 
 
This single occurrence approach can severely limit the coverage available to compensate claimants. 
Revived sexual abuse claims often drive insured organizations into bankruptcy and liability insurance is 
often the most significant asset available to pay claims. Courts applying a multiple occurrence position 
often reject attempts by insurers to define the occurrence as the employment or supervision of 
perpetrators, reasoning that it ignores that the victim would not have been injured in the absence of the 
perpetrator's intentionally criminal conduct and that each claimant exposes the insured to additional 
liability.[10] 
 
In certain circumstances, however, insurers may argue that sexual abuse constitutes multiple 
occurrences. This often happens when the primary policy has substantial deductible or retentions that a 
policyholder must pay to access coverage. By arguing for multiple occurrences, the primary insurer can 
multiply the number of deductibles or retentions that the policyholder must pay, thereby reducing the 
primary insurer's liability. 
 
Diocese of Brooklyn is an example of a case where the primary policy had substantial retentions and the 
insurer took a multiple occurrence position. In other instances, excess insurers may argue for multiple 
occurrences. The objective of this strategy is to require the primary insurer to pay multiple per 
occurrence limits, thereby reducing the need for the excess policy to pay part of the claim. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In states that have passed window statutes, an inevitable byproduct of the revived liability claims is 
litigation between policyholders and insurers regarding the insurance coverage available to compensate 
survivors. The overriding question in many of these insurance coverage disputes is how to quantify the 
number of occurrences, as this issue directly impacts the number of per occurrence limits an insurer 
must pay. 
 
To minimize liability, insurers will no doubt contend that the allegations of abuse should be grouped into 
a single occurrence, regardless of the number of victims or perpetrators. Fortunately for policyholders 
seeking to advance a multiple occurrence position, most courts that have considered the number of 
occurrences for revived sexual abuse claims have rejected the single occurrence approach. 
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